We prove that if G is a semisimple adjoint group over an algebraically closed eld of arbitrary characteristic, X is the wonderful compacti cation of G and b G is a simply connected covering of G, then for any ample line bundle L over X, the cone over X given by L is normal.
Introduction
In 4 , what are known as wonderful compacti cations" of symmetric varieties were constructed and studied by C. De Concini and C. Procesi. More precisely, i f G is a semisimple adjoint group over the eld of complex numbers, H is the subgroup of all xed points of an involution of G that is induced by a n i n volution b of the simply connected covering b G of G, then, they have constructed a complete embedding G=H of the homogeneous space G=H, with boundary being a union of normal crossing divisors. In particular, one gets such a compacti cation G for the group G G being considered as G G=G. In The aim of this paper is to provide an a rmative answer to his question for the case of the wonderful compacti cation of a semisimple adjoint group G over an algebraically closed eld of arbitrary characteristic. To bemore precise, we prove that if G is a semisimple adjoint group over an algebraically closed eld of arbitrary characteritic, b G is a simply connected covering of G, then for any b G b G-linearised very ample line bundle L over the woderful compacti cation G, the cone over G given by L is normal. In section 3, we prove this result when the base eld is the eld of complex numbers. For a more precise statement, see Theorem 3.4. In section 4, we prove the result for algebraically closed elds of positive characteristic by using the properties of good ltrations.
Notations and basic Theorems
Throughout sections 2 and 3, we x the following notations: Let Let denote the set of roots with respect to T as above and + denote the set of positive roots with respect to B as above.
Let + denote the set of simple roots. We label the elements of by : : = f 1 ; 2 ; ::: l g; l = rankG:
Let denote the weight lattice of G with respect to T. Let ; . Now, consider the fundamental weights. Since, they form a dual basis of the simple coroots, we label them: f$ 1 ; :::$ l g; where $ i is dual to i . Let w 0 denote the longest element o f W with respect to .
In this paragraph, we recall some basic properties of the wonderful compacti cation of the symmetric spaces. Let G bea semisimple adjoint group, let be an involution of G that is induced by a n i n volution b of b G. Let 1. The dimension of ft 2 T : t = t ,1 g is maximal.
2. For any positive r o o t with respect to B, if is a positive root, then = .
Let f 1 ; 2 ; j g be the set of all simple roots that are not xed by . Then, induces a permutation e on the set f1; 2; jg. . Now, we apply these to our special involution : G G ,! G G sending x; y 7 ! y;x. Here, the symmetric space is the group G = G G=G. Let X denote the wonderful compacti cation of G.
Here, we should take T T as a -stable maximal torus with the above maximal property. We should take B B , T B as a Borel subgroup of G G containing T T with the above property. Here, the unique closed G G-orbit is G=B G=B , , and the image of P i c X ,! P i c G=BG=B , consists of line bundles associated to weights of the form ; ,. We n o w prove that for any t wo line bundles L and L , the following diagram is commutative:
Here the horizontal arrows are the natural maps, the vertical map on the left is and the vertical map on the right i s + . Proof: Let and be two dominant weights. Let be a dominant weight such that + . We wish to prove that there are dominant w eights 1 , 1 such that 1 , 1 and an element w of the Weyl group W such that = 1 +w 1 , and then using PRV conjecture cf 9 , we prove that V is a b G-submodule of the tensor product V 1 N V 1 . This completes the proof of this Lemma.
We h a ve 4 Appendix:
In this section, we prove the analogue of Theorem 3.4 when the base eld is of positive c haracteristic.
Let k be an algebraically closed eld of positive characteristic. Let G be a semisimple adjoint group over k. Let b G be a simply connected covering of G. Let X denote the wonderful compacti cation of G. Let T, B, B , , b T, b B, d B , be as in section 2.
With the notations as in section 2, we introduce some more notations as follows: Let denote the weight lattice of G with respect to T. So, is the weight lattice of G G with respect to T T. As in section 2, let = f 1 ; l g denote the set of simple roots with respect to T and B.
Let and betwo dominant w eights in .
Let L resp. L denote the line bundle over X associated to ; , resp. to ; ,. Let be a dominant w eight such that +. Let 
